IQ

CAD/BIM Bridge – Awaken Data to New Life

Infrastructure companies are often not aware of the valuable information slumbering in their CAD plans.
Slumbering inaccessibly. Here IQCAD/BIM Bridge offers innovative ways of mining the knowledge hidden
in the huge mountain of legacy data and then keeping it up to date further on.
Reliable inventory documentation is a key basis for planning the allocation of budget and other resources
and for simulating operations. IQCAD/BIM Bridge provides you with information about your fixed assets at
the push of a button. And the tool reveals its real strength as a bridge to BIM environments.
IQ

CAD/BIM Bridge delivers data on asset inventories, with previously unseen precision.
Consistently up to date. The tool orchestrates and harmonises key data interfaces, for instance
from construction to building or between maintenance and operations.

The benefits at a glance:
Bridge between the CAD environment and
internal systems
Prepares the way for a BIM process
No resurveyings needed
Enables reliable asset documentation
Enhances efficiency of all dependent processes

Cuts operating costs
IQ
CAD/BIM Bridge brings legacy inventory
data to new life
Infrastructure companies have valuable plans and
data lying waste and unused. Usually huge
amounts kept for decades, which unfortunately are
incomplete and not fully reliable. IQCAD/BIM Bridge
awakens CAD plan inventories to new life, giving
them reliability and eliminating the need for
resurveying.

Soft interfaces with suppliers
IQ

CAD/BIM Bridge allows new data from surveyors,
architects and other professionals to be imported
without risk into your technical databases.

Efficient operation and maintenance
IQ

CAD/BIM Bridge ensures that interlinked data and
information flows between CAD plans and internal
asset management systems are kept consistent.
And at the same time efficient.
Such CAD plans with an ‘IQ boost’ are objective
and reliable and provide a case for budget
resources.

Strategic benefit
“BIM me up, Scotty”
IQ

CAD/BIM Bridge provides the best possible
preparation for meeting the BIM specifications
required by the European Parliament.

In brief
Incomplete legacy documentation of asset inventories locks up resources at many levels. The
solution: optimally link and update data using IQCAD/BIM Bridge.
Benefit from cost-savings and inventory data you can build on!
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